Why we are backing Chris
Chris & Sheila Gates

Local business owners
We've known Chris Jones for years through his
community work and know him to be a thoroughly
decent bloke. The fact that he is willing to put his career
to one side and stand on a Labour ticket championing
the NHS and mental health in particular speaks for itself.
We have no doubt that if elected he will be an
approachable and active local member for all of us.

Dave Coombes

Big C shop manager
I have known Chris for some years and I truly believe
that he is the ideal candidate to represent all of the
constituents in Broadland. To have his experience of
working in the NHS and an in-depth knowledge of the
wider business and social issues is invaluable and a
great asset. Chris also has great compassion for people
and is able to see the viewpoints of others whilst not
losing sight of the key issues. His strong desire and commitment to make a
difference to people's lives is why I will be voting for him and the Labour Party.

Nicci Aldous

Mental health nurse
A lot of people say that politics needs to change, but
we'll never get that by voting for the same old
candidates. I've worked with Chris in the NHS and I know
that he will be a different sort of MP - one with real
experience of the issues facing us and interested in
making a difference for everyone, not just in a political
career. That's why I'm voting Labour in 2015.

If you choose Chris, Labour
will:



Give the NHS Time to Care and put patients
before profits. Labour will repeal the Health &
Social Care Act to stop the creeping
privatisation of the NHS



Increase the Minimum Wage to £8 per hour.
Labour will do this so people in work don't
have to rely on benefits. We will also end the
abuse of exploitative zero-hours contracts



Build more affordable homes in the right
place. Labour wants to make sure that
everyone has a decent home with suitable
infrastructure.
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Cap energy prices and tackle the cost-of-living
crisis. Labour will reform the energy market so
that afterwards you get a better deal.
Guarantee access to childcare from 8am - 6pm
for all primary school children and increase
the free childcare available to working parents
of 3-4 year olds from 15 to 25 hours a week.

Vote
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Because not all politicians are the same

Dear Elector
In the last five years I've seen the NHS I
work in broken up and fragmented. Compulsory
tendering destroys joined-up care and forces
different parts of the service to compete
against each other instead of cooperating .
Transaction costs and legal fees spiral higher
and higher, divert ing funds away from patient
care and when the going gets tough privat e companies
walk away from contracts - as Circle Healthcare did at
Hinchingbrooke recently.
And mental health continues to get an unfair deal - only
11% of spending to deal with 23% of health need, and
suffering more than its fair share of cuts over the last 5
years. Labour is committed to a better deal for mental
health and I will hold them to that promise.
Our NHS provides some of the best quality healthcare in the
world, at much lower cost than in other countries. Don't let
another Tory government destroy it.
Dr Chris Jones

Ways to get in touch





01493 751808
www.DrChrisJones.org
mail@DrChrisJones.org




@Chris4Broadland
facebook.com/Chris4Broadland
Burlingham Lodge, South
Walsham Road,
North Burlingham, NR13 4EH

Paying down the deficit
fairly
David Cameron and George Osborne
have broken their promise to balance
the books by 2015. Instead they have
borrowed more in four years than
Labour did in 13 with a large deficit
set to remain.

We promise that every manifesto
commitment will be fully funded with
no additional borrowing.
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People like you and me are paying for
a crisis caused by the banks with the
average British worker £1,600 a year
worse off.
Labour will balance the books and
will do this fairly, by reversing the
Tory tax cut for millionaires,
scrapping pension tax relief for those
earning more than £150,000 and
closing tax loopholes that the super
rich benefit from.

Ed Miliband - standing up
for everyone
Ed Miliband is the only leader who stands up
to vested interests on behalf of ordinary
people. He:
-stands up to multinational and non-dom tax
avoiders
-stands up to the banks over bonuses and
rigged markets
-stands up to the energy companies over ripoff prices
-stands up to the tabloid press over phone
hacking.
Ed Miliband will be the Prime Minister who stands up for us all against a
privileged few.

Protecting the environment
now and in the future
Global warming, climate change, and fuel
insecurity are major threats to us all. Labour will:
-Strengthen the Green Investment Bank to
support a high-tech green economy

Immigration that works for
Britain
Britain has a proud tradition of welcoming immigrants
who bring so much to our society. I have never worked
in a hospital that could have functioned without the
dedication of overseas doctors and nurses. But Labour
also know that immigration needs to be properly
managed. That's why we will tighten up gangmaster
rules to prevent a race to the bottom on wages and
conditions, press for EU structural funding to support
communities with high migration and introduce longer
waiting periods for out-of-work benefits.

-Create 1 million green jobs over ten years
-Set binding targets for decarbonising electricity
generation
-Prioritise flood protection and introduce a
climate change adaption plan.

David Cameron used to say ''Vote Blue, get Green''. Now voters know that a vote
for Labour is the only way to get a green government.

